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Marketing and transformation leaders in the life sciences industry must
not only contend with pressure to increase speed to market and optimize
the customer experience, but also face the roadblocks and delays that
often come with regulations, risk management, and compliance. For
large enterprises in pharmaceuticals, medical devices, biopharma, and
biotech, the need for visibility into workflows, processes, and communication
channels is paramount. However, visibility is frequently obscured by
siloed platforms, unintegrated tools, and manual activities. It’s no
wonder that 90% of biopharma CEOs believe the dynamic

orchestration of more complex ecosystems will become a
core activity of the marketing executive.
Customers expect rapid delivery of hyper-personalized customer
experiences across multiple channels. It’s no longer enough to market
to audiences. The emphasis is now on digital, personalized customer
journeys for each persona across an organization. Likewise, life science
enterprises must turn on a dime to respond to changes in today’s
volatile market or risk being left behind by the competition.

FOR LIFE SCIENCES ENTERPRISES, IT CAN
TAKE A LONG TIME TO STEER THE BOAT AND
GO THROUGH THE MLR PROCESS. FOR
THAT REASON, EVERY MINUTE IS CRUCIAL
TO ENSURE SPEED TO MARKET.”
- Dan Swain, Director of Strategic Solutions, Workfront
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OPERATIONAL CHALLENGES
TO DELIVERING SUPERIOR CX
AT SCALE
Leaders of
marketing,
transformation,
and peoplefocused teams
often find that
their employees
struggle to
understand what
they should be
working on.

For executive management, the delivery of superior customer experiences and
support, high content velocity, and continuous optimization are primary drivers.
Marketers and transformation leaders must meet these goals while navigating
strict internal processes and external regulations including Medical Legal Review.
The pressure to do more with less remains present, particularly in today’s times
of great uncertainty.
Meanwhile, enterprises are undergoing digital and organizational transformation
as M&A activity. Corporate-wide initiatives to increase accountability, visibility,
and collaboration are frequent. However, leaders of marketing, transformation,
and people-focused teams often find that their employees struggle to
understand what they should be working on. With large siloes of systems,
processes, and people, a significant portion of the average workday is spent
trying to figure out what should be done next.
The upstream cycle time of creative teams must meet demands for rapid
speed-to-market. Creative teams are tasked with factoring in brand compliance
alongside considerations for external review. Getting through processes and
regulations with the FDA as well the MLR board frequently taxes resources
and delays release to market. Inconsistent governance across the content
development life cycle also threatens go-to-market initiatives and execution of
marketing campaigns.
Siloed teams, manual processes, and inefficient collaboration methods
prevent life sciences enterprises from delivering optimized customer
experiences, content, and services at the speed and price point the market
demands.
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TECHNOLOGY TO MEET
THE NEEDS OF TODAY’S LIFE
SCIENCES ENTERPRISES
Innovative tools and technology built for the life sciences enterprise of today can
help drive growth at scale while ensuring compliance and mitigating risks. Focusing
on the following three areas can help leaders in these enterprises work better,
smarter, and faster across multiple departments, processes, and campaigns.

Acceleration of Speed to Market
n

Connection of strategy to delivery

n

Collaboration amongst key stakeholders, processes, and technology platforms

n

Acceleration of delivery to MLR and improvement of MLR review cycle time

n

Integration of upstream and downstream activities for faster execution

n

Faster creation of campaigns for emerging markets, opportunities, and

		demands

Improved Visibility and Decision-Making Across Content Lifecycle
n

Develop a single source of truth for collaboration on content and campaigns

n

Optimize current processes and workflows

n

Create clarity around upcoming campaigns, tasks, and available resources

n

Provide insights to drive better decision-making across E2E campaign lifecycle

n

Coordinate work through one single platform

End-to-End (E2E) Campaign Execution Management
n

Secure business sign-offs and approval before MLR submission in Veeva

n

Perform quality assurance and compliance with regulations

n

Provide teams with the right information at the right time

n

Optimize available resources

n

Leverage operational performance diagnosis and optimization

n

Devote more time to creative and market research
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The Accenture and Workfront life sciences marketing solution
seamlessly integrates with Veeva PromoMats to accelerate
campaign execution and enhance the business user experience.
To learn more about how to leverage the solution in your
enterprise, reach out to your Accenture representative today.
accenture.com/interactive or workfront.com/why-workfront.
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